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Introduction

 Workplace investigations are a prime example of 
how “no good deed goes unpunished” in employment 
law.

 The issue is that many companies/law firms fail to 
think about the short term and long term 
implications of a workplace investigation.

 The concept of a workplace investigation, to some, 
is simply meeting with the parties involved and 
trying to “reach peace.” 

 Many supervisors/lawyers are averse to being 
involved in the process.



What Will A Good Investigation Result In?

 Improve Morale
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Introduction (cont.)

 There are a series of considerations, however, that 
frequently are ignored or just forgotten in the 
process.
 What are the goals from an employee relations standpoint?
 What are the goals from a risk management standpoint?
 Who do we want involved/knowing about the investigation?
 Who do we want involved in the decision-making process?
 What operational considerations need to be taken into 

consideration?
 Do we need to engage counsel to protect any part of this 

investigation process?



Preparing To Conduct An Investigation

 The first part in strategizing an investigation is to 
first decide who will be involved in how the 
investigation is conducted.
 Human Resources?   Outside consultants/counsel?
 The partner in the practice group who already may have 

pre-determined opinions of those involved?
 Partners at the law firm who may be looking at things 

from an operational perspective as opposed to a risk 
management perspective?

 The department manager/attorney who has future 
decision-making responsibilities over any discipline and 
termination of the complaining party?



Preparing To Conduct An Investigation (cont.)

 Seven step process.
 Upon receipt of complaint, outline process for 

investigation and collect as much information as possible.
 Interviewing complaining party and get written 

statement.
 Interview individual accused of wrongdoing.
 Interview relevant witnesses.
 Circle around with complaining party and accused.
 Confer to determine appropriate corrective action.
 Communicate findings in writing to accused and 

complaining party.



Step 1:  Strategizing The Investigation

 It is extremely important to strategize the 
investigation and collect as much information as you 
have possible.
 Review of personnel files of those involved.
 Collecting as much information as you can without 

interviewing anyone.
 Considering leaves of absence for affected employees.
 Searches of electronically stored information (e.g. e-mails)
 Notification to internal team of complaint.
 Who will be conducting interviews and when?



Transitioning To The Investigation

 You always want to remember and consider 
the five pillars of the investigation.

 Address all issues contained in the 
complaint.

 Balancing the breadth and depth of the 
investigation.

 Confidentiality 
Document, document, document!
 Equitable Treatment/Neutrality/Objectivity



Interviewing Suggestions

• Opening and closing statements
• Role of each investigator
• Treat interviewee with dignity
• Questions

– Open-ended and broad
– Chronological 
– Tough or embarrassing questions

• Issue of leading questions
• Allow silence
• Special situations (“He said, she said,” uncooperative witness)
• Review notes and Documentation issues
• Statements (complete, accurate, contemporaneous)



Step 2:  Interviewing The Complaining Party

 Remain OBJECTIVE and set the tone for the investigation.

 Have the individual draft a written statement or sign a 

statement you prepare

 Ask the 6 QUESTIONS.

 Determine if the incident was isolated or a part of a series 

of events.

 Get SPECIFICS!

 Get identity of witnesses.



Step 2:  Interviewing The Complaining Party

 Discuss confidentiality of process.

 Discuss anti-retaliation provision and provide copy of 

such policy if necessary.

 Never agree to forego or limit an investigation even if 

requested by complaining party.

 Discuss what complaining party seeks out of 

investigation, but don’t give opinions of it.



Step 3: Interviewing The Accused

 Remain OBJECTIVE
 “Who has information/what documents do you believe exist 

that would support what you are telling me today?
 Not recommended:  “What do you have that we could show 

that the complaining party is lying to us?

 Ask the 6 questions.
 Provide opportunity to explain any potential 

explanations/alibis.
 Offer opportunity to provide written statement by 

fixed deadline.



Step 4:  Interviewing Witnesses 

 If witness is a current or former employee,  review 
personnel file prior to interview.

 Inform witness that interview is confidential and that 
breach of confidentiality will result in disciplinary action.

 Be alert to privacy rights of both the complainant and 

the accused

 Remain OBJECTIVE.

 Provide details of the complaint only if  necessary to 

obtain relevant information.



Step 4:  Interviewing Witnesses 

 Phrase questions so as not to give  unnecessary information.

 Do not automatically limit the investigation  to witnesses 

currently in the workforce;  interview former employees, 

friends, relatives, etc. of both complainant and accused, if 

necessary.

 An employer’s failure to keep the investigation confidential 

can lead to defamation or invasion of privacy claims.
(a) But beware of the NLRB, Banner Health case
(b) Beware of the Yanowitz rule and new Cali. Law.



Step 5:  Circle Back With Main Players

 Important not to have reached decision at this 
point, nor give “initial findings” to parties.

 This is your opportunity to circle around and ask 
follow-up information and provide both individuals 
the opportunity to provide information. 

 Recommend a written correspondence advising 
individuals that we are close to finishing 
investigation and a deadline to provide information.



Step 6:  Consider Corrective Action

 Consider all possible options.
 No discipline.
 Written discipline up to and including termination.
 Training
 Demotion, suspension and changes in rates of pay.

 Risk Management Considerations
 What have we done in the past (e.g. prior violations of policy)?
 What risk factors/protected categories to the parties’ belong 

to?
 What operational considerations do we need to be mindful of? 

(e.g. transfers, culture).



What To Consider In Making Decision

• Evidence
• Credibility
• Previous behavior
• Logic and consistency
• Applicable policies
• Compare notes
• Testimony of multiple interviewees
• Re-interview witnesses or interview 

new ones
• “Cannot conclude 

infraction/violation occurred” as a 
conclusion



Step 7:  Communicate Action Taken

 Recommend letters be sent to individual who 
complained and accused.
 Summarize basis for complaint.
 Discuss policies in handbook and that our procedure is to 

conduct fair and prompt investigation.
 Go into very high level about what complaint was about.
 Review that witnesses were interviewed and documents 

reviewed.
 To complaining party, state “corrective action has been 

taken,” but more specific with accused.
 Discuss anti-retaliation, confidentiality and open door 

policies.



Sample Investigation

 Complainant:  Nancy, Client Relations Specialist
 Accused:  Brian, Sales VP
 HR VP:  Jim
 HR Manager:  Angela
 President:  Michelle
 Let’s See What Happens . . . 



What Are Potential Legal Problems? 

 Hard Core Quid Pro Quo Harassment?
 Pressured Relationship Harassment? 
 Retaliatory Action for Ending Relationship?
 Hostile Work Environment?
 Or, Is It Just Bad Judgment by VP (and Nancy) in 

Consensual Relationship? 



What Are Potential Business Problems?  

 Potential Lawsuit
 Potential Offensive Work Environment
 Potential Loss (Firing) of Very Valuable Sales VP and 

the Clients/Revenue He Controls
 Potential Loss of Nancy as Valuable Employee



How Should Jim Proceed? 

 Brian said - “Don’t Let Her Sidetrack Issue”
 Proceed with Disciplinary Discussion?

 Switch to Investigation?
 Group Discussion?
 Interview Nancy?
 Interview Brian?

 Let’s See How Jim Handled It . . . 



How Did Jim Do? 

 Took Control Over Situation
 Message to Nancy
 Message to Brian
 Presence of Angela for Nancy Interview
 Let’s See the Interview of Nancy . . . 



What Did Jim and Angela Accomplish 

 Connection With Nancy
 Nature/Severity of Offensive Conduct?
 Pressured Relationship?
 Threats After Breakup?
 Anyone Notice What Nancy Had In Front of Her?
 Let’s see . . . . 



Observations 

 Secret Tape Recording
 How Handled

 Remember Jim’s Next Question?
 Consent Issue

 Basics
 Recordings, Witnesses, Documents, Photos, Emails, Texts

 Let’s go back to interview . . . 



Great Work by Jim 

 Interview Took Turn for Worse 
 Nancy Pushes Back

 Dangerous Question About Need for An Attorney
 Jim’s Excellent Response
 Jim Brought Her Back (Hopefully)

 Let’s see how interview concludes . . . 



Conclusion of Nancy Interview 

 Question:
 What do you think would be fair outcome?

 Explanation of What Will Happen Next
 Sends Nancy Home With Pay
 Maintain Contact with Nancy

 So What Does Brian Say . . . 



General Observations 

 Brian Wants to Know What She Said
 Jim Properly Resists

 Consent Defense
 Importance?
 Strength?



General Observations

 Photos
 Significance?

 Brian’s Violation of Relationship Policy
 Significance?



Legitimacy of President’s Issues 

 “New blonde girl. . . She looked like trouble”
 But she also said no tolerance for sexual harassment

 “Is he guilty?”  “Did he do it?
 Jim -- “Good summary of evidence -- No way to tell”

 “Why assume she’s the one telling the truth?”
 Because safest thing to fire Brian – True?
 Okay to consider revenue/profits/keep people employed?

 Lawsuit and Jury is the Problem?
 Use of Arbitration Program/Agreement



Instructions from President

 “I expect you to figure out how to fix this problem”
 Your job to keep us out of lawsuits
 Keep business profitable
 Don’t lose most valuable sales guy over trumped up sexual 

harassment 

 Don’t think Firing Brian Is Best Option 
 Don’t want to take her word for it
 But “if  he did it, he’s slime, and need to get rid of him”
 Owe him some loyalty after 30 years

 “Offer Nancy money to leave?”
 Concern is get lawyer and sue us for millions

 “Just want you to figure out how to solve – Handle It”



Time for Legal Analysis

 Harassment Based on Comments in Workplace
 Harassment Based on Retaliation/Threats of 

Retaliation
 If Harassment Occurred, Employer’s Obligation is to 

Take Prompt and Effective Remedial Action
 What About Claim by Brian?



Time for Decision - You Make the Call

 On Brian
 Fire
 Final Warning
 No Discipline

 On Nancy
 Fire
 Discipline
 No Discipline
 Transfer
 Promotion



Is Story Over?

 Maybe 
 Still Risk of Lawsuit?  Why?
 Can Still Assert Claim
 Future Alleged Harassment/Retaliation
 Continuing Violation Theory

 Minimize Risk
 Follow Up Regularly With Nancy
 Keep Eye on Brian
 Training/Vigilance



Closing Observations/Lessons

 Complaint is an Opportunity to Solve a Business 
Problem

 Act Fast/High Priority
 Treat Complainant With Respect and Appreciation
 Focus on Finding a Solution that Ensures 

Professional Work Environment, Avoids a Lawsuit 
and Promotes Business Interests
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